We present 35 new pulsating DA (hydrogen atmosphere) white dwarf stars discovered from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) and the Hamburg Quasar Survey (HQS). We have acquired high-speed time series photometry of preselected DA white dwarfs with a prime focus CCD photometer on the 2.1 m telescope at McDonald Observatory over 15 months. We selected these stars on the basis of prior photometric and spectroscopic observations by the SDSS and HQS. For the homogeneous SDSS sample, we achieve a success rate of 80% for finding new variables at a detection threshold of 0.1%-0.3%. With 35 newly discovered DA variable white dwarfs, we almost double the current sample of 39.
INTRODUCTION
White dwarfs are the evolutionary end points of most stars in the universe, and their structures provide constraints on their prior evolution. Their high gravities and temperatures make them good cosmic laboratories for the study of physics under extreme conditions. Pulsations are seen along the white dwarf cooling track in three temperature regions and are believed to be an evolutionary effect in otherwise normal white dwarfs (Robinson 1979; Fontaine et al. 1985 Fontaine et al. , 2003 . As the white dwarfs pass through these instability strips, we observe them as nonradial g-mode pulsators (see the review paper Winget 1998 and references therein). Asteroseismology is the technique of using these global pulsations to probe the stellar interiors.
Since 80% of all white dwarf stars have atmospheres dominated by hydrogen (DAs; Fleming et al. 1986) , to understand the DA variables (DAVs) is to understand the most common type of white dwarf. The DAVs, also known as ZZ Ceti stars, are observed to pulsate in the temperature range of 11,000-12,500 K for log g % 8 (Bergeron et al. 1995; Koester & Allard 2000) . The pulsation periods range from $100 to 1200 s and are consistent with nonradial g-mode pulsations. Pulsation modes in a spherical gravitational potential can be characterized by a unique set of indices (k; l; m), similar to the quantum numbers that describe the state of a bound electron in the spherical electrostatic potential of a nucleus. The mode indices l and m are associated with spherical harmonics, and k corresponds to the radial quantum number (see Winget 1998) .
The pulsation periods and amplitudes of the DAV stars show a distinct trend with temperature (Clemens 1993 and references therein). The hot DAVs (hDAVs) in the hotter half of the instability strip show relatively few pulsation modes, with low amplitudes ($0.1%-3%) and periods around 100-300 s. The cooler DAVs (cDAVs) show longer periods, around 600-1000 s, larger amplitudes (up to 30%), and greater amplitude variability (Kleinman et al. 1998 ). This wellestablished period-temperature and amplitude-temperature correlation allows us to classify DAV stars meaningfully into the hDAVs and the cDAVs (see x 6 for further discussion).
MOTIVATION: WHY SEARCH FOR DAVs?
Understanding the structure and evolution of a statistically significant sample of DAVs has implications for other areas of astronomy, some of which are discussed below:
Stellar Structure
Each pulsation mode is an independent constraint on the structure of the star; the more modes we detect, the better our understanding of the stellar structure. Apart from our current search, there are 39 DAVs in the literature (see Bergeron et al. 2004; Warner & Woudt 2003) ; additional pulsators and additional modes will help us understand the DAVs as a class.
We can probe stellar structure and composition by finding a single star rich in pulsation modes and/or by finding a large number of pulsators to use the method of ensemble asteroseismology. We can determine stellar mass, core composition, age, rotation rate, magnetic field strength, and parallax using asteroseismology. Measuring the rotation period for DAVs and comparing it with other classes of white dwarf pulsators at different temperatures can give us clues about the evolution of angular momentum. The carbon-oxygen ratio in white dwarf cores contains the rate of the astrophysically important, but experimentally uncertain, 12 C(,) 16 O nuclear reaction (Metcalfe 2003; Metcalfe et al. 2002) .
A search for a large number of DAVs is bound to yield extreme-mass pulsators. Low-mass (log g 7:6) DAVs could well be helium core white dwarfs; pulsating He core white dwarfs should allow us to probe their equation of state. Highmass (log g ! 8:5) DAVs are potentially crystallized, paving the way for the first possible empirical test of the theory of crystallization in stellar plasma (see 2.3.2). This should also have implications for models of neutron stars and pulsars, which are thought to have crystalline crusts.
Stable Clocks Can Be Used to Find Planets
Hot DAVs such as G117-B15A, R548 (ZZ Ceti), and L19-2 have been monitored since 1970. The dominant mode (l ¼ 1, k ¼ 2) in these stars has been found to exhibit extreme amplitude and frequency stability, implying that they can serve as reliable clocks. The unidirectional drift rate of these clocks has been constrained to be smaller than a few times 10 À15 s s À1 (O'Donoghue & Warner 1987; Kepler et al. 2000; Mukadam et al. 2003b) . To put this number in perspective, these clocks are expected to lose one cycle in a few billion years. Clemens (1993) showed that the hDAVs form a homogeneous class, and on the basis of his work we expect that all hDAVs should show comparable frequency stability at least for this mode. Should such stable clocks have an orbiting planet around them, their reflex motion around the center of mass of the system would become measurable, providing a means of detecting the planet (e.g., Mukadam et al. 2001; Winget et al. 2003; Kepler et al. 1991) . These hDAVs were once main-sequence stars, suitable hosts for planet formation. Some theoretical work indicates outer terrestrial planets and gas giants will survive the red giant phase (e.g., Vassiliadis & Wood 1993) with orbits stable on timescales longer than a fraction of a billion years (Duncan & Lissauer 1998) . These timescales are comparable to the cooling time required by a newly formed white dwarf to reach the pulsational DAV strip. The success of a planet search around these stable clocks rests on finding a statistically significant number of hDAV stars.
Seismology of DAVs Helps Reduce Uncertainties in White Dwarf Cosmochronometry
White dwarfs at T eA $ 4500 K are among the oldest stars in the solar neighborhood. As 98%-99% of all main-sequence stars will eventually become white dwarfs (Weidemann 1990), we can use these chronometers to determine the ages of the Galactic disk and halo (e.g., Winget et al. 1987; Hansen et al. 2002) . This method, known as white dwarf cosmochronometry, has a different source of uncertainties and model assumptions than main-sequence stellar evolution. The white dwarf luminosity function also places an upper limit on the rate of change of the gravitational constant (Isern et al. 2002) .
Most of the theoretical uncertainty in the age estimation of white dwarfs comes from uncalibrated model cooling rates and effects like crystallization and phase separation, which delay white dwarf cooling by releasing latent heat. The outer nondegenerate layers and the core composition play an important role in dictating the cooling rates. Although these cool white dwarfs (T eA $ 4500 K) have not been observed to pulsate, we can still use asteroseismology to calibrate theoretical cooling curves, thus reducing the uncertainties in determining white dwarf ages.
Stable Pulsators Provide a Calibration of White Dwarf Cooling Curves
There are two competing internal evolutionary processes that govern the change in pulsation period with time (Ṗ) for a single mode in the models of the ZZ Ceti stars. Cooling of the star increases the periods as a result of the increasing degeneracy, and residual gravitational contraction decreases the periods (Winget et al. 1983) . Kepler et al. (2000) conclude that the rate of cooling dominates the drift rate (Ṗ ¼ dP=dt) for the DAV stars. Since at least the l ¼ 1, k ¼ 2 mode is expected to show extreme amplitude and frequency stability in all hDAVs, we can monitor these stars to obtain meaningful measurements of their cooling rates. Cooling rates for a large sample of hDAVs with different masses and internal compositions will prove fruitful in calibrating the DA white dwarf cooling curves. Note that a stable clock with an orbital companion will show both the parabolic cooling and the periodic variations due to the companion (see Mukadam et al. 2001) ; these effects are discernible and will most likely have different timescales.
Massive Pulsators Help Us Study Crystallization
For a 0.6 M model white dwarf (log g % 8:0), the onset of crystallization begins at T eA ¼ 6000 K for a carbon core and at T eA ¼ 7200 K for an oxygen core (Wood 1992) . These temperatures are well below the cool edge of the DAV instability strip, implying that ordinarily we cannot study effects such as crystallization using asteroseismology. However, because of the larger central pressures in massive solar mass pulsators (log g % 8:6), they should be substantially crystallized even at 12,000 K (Winget et al. 1997; ). These variables can provide the first test of the theory of crystallization in stellar plasma. Crystallization affects the cooling rate of a white dwarf by releasing latent heat (Van Horn 1968) . Theoretical calculations also suggest that some phase separation occurs between carbon and oxygen, providing an additional energy source, which delays the cooling of the star Isern et al. 2000) . Our ignorance of stellar crystallization and phase separation is the largest source of uncertainty when white dwarfs are used as chronometers to determine the age of the Galactic disk.
Hydrogen Layer Masses from DAV Seismology
Help Improve Models
The outer nondegenerate layers control the rate at which the residual thermal energy of the core is radiated into space. Poorly determined hydrogen mass fractions increase the uncertainty of white dwarf ages (Wood 1990 ). Although we can utilize pulsating white dwarfs to measure cooling rates directly, we can do so only in select temperature ranges. Hence, determining hydrogen layer masses from asteroseismology will be helpful in improving our models and better determining white dwarf ages.
Asteroseismological Distances from a Flickering Candle
Obtaining a unique model fit to the pulsation modes allows us to determine an asteroseismological distance by matching the observed luminosity of the star with the model luminosity. Typically, the asteroseismological distance is more accurate than what we determine from measured parallax (e.g., Petersen & Hog 1998; Bradley 2001) . Variable white dwarfs with a rich pulsation spectrum should therefore be of great interest for an independent calibration of the Galactic distance scale.
Alternatively, Salaris et al. (2001) derived distances to globular clusters by fitting a local template DA white dwarf sequence to the cluster counterpart. Uncertainties in this technique can be reduced via asteroseismology by measuring stellar masses and hydrogen layer thicknesses for DA pulsators and extending the results systematically to other DAs.
Establishing the ZZ Ceti Instability Strip
Pulsation models indicate that the limits of the ZZ Ceti instability strip depend on the effective temperature and mass of the star (Bradley & Winget 1994) . This was observationally confirmed by Giovannini et al. (1998) and Bergeron et al. (2004) . Most model atmospheres of DAV stars treat convection with a mixing-length prescription, assuming some parameterization, the choice of which can shift the edges of the instability strip in temperature by a few ; 1000 K (Bergeron et al. 1995; Koester & Allard 2000) . Determining the location of the red edge in theoretical models is difficult because of convective and nonlinear effects (Brickhill 1983; Bradley & Winget 1994; Wu & Goldreich 1999 ). Kanaan et al. (2000a Kanaan et al. ( , 2002 conclude that the observed red edge for the ZZ Ceti instability strip at 11,000 K is not an observational selection effect. Finding more DAVs at different temperatures and masses will improve our observational determination of the edges of the ZZ Ceti strip, as well as determine its mass dependence.
Here we list basic data about our observed variables and nonvariables. We will explore the implications of this paper (Paper I) on the shape of the instability strip, its mass dependence, and its purity in Paper II (Mukadam et al. 2004) while taking a closer look at some of the interesting objects found during this search.
ARGOS: AN IDEAL CCD PHOTOMETER FOR THE DAV SEARCH
We have designed and placed into operation a CCD camera system optimized for high-speed time series measurements of oscillating white dwarf stars ( Nather & Mukadam 2004 ), which we have named Argos. Our practical limit using the photomultiplier tube (PMT) photometers on the 2.1 m telescope was about magnitude 17.0. We now obtain light curves of comparable quality at magnitude 19.4, a gain of about a factor of 9 in overall sensitivity, essential to observe many of the fainter ZZ Ceti candidates. After light reflects from the primary mirror, it focuses directly onto the small CCD chip without any intervening optics; lack of multiple reflections makes the instrument highly efficient.
We acquire an image scale of 3.05 pixels arcsec À1 for our 512 ; 512 pixel CCD chip and a field of view of 2A8 on a side. Frame transfer, initiated by pulses from a Global Positioning System, allows us to obtain contiguous exposures, which can be as short as 1 s. The CCD is back-illuminated for improved blue sensitivity and provides a quantum efficiency of 80% in the wavelength range 4500-6500 8, dropping to 30% at 3500 8. With thermoelectric cooling, we maintain the chip at a temperature of À45
C and obtain a dark current of 1-2 ADU s À1 pixel À1 . The readout time for the entire chip with no binning is 0.28 s; the readout noise is less than 8 electrons rms. The combination of an efficient instrument and a large amount of telescope time ('100 nights yr À1 ) at the 2.1 m telescope gives us a unique opportunity to search for many pulsators.
SELECTION OF DAV CANDIDATES

Candidate Databases
In order to find a substantial number of ZZ Ceti stars, we required a large homogeneous database for candidate selection; we decided to turn to the ongoing Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) and the Hamburg Quasar Survey (HQS).
Sloan Digital Sky Survey
Using a dedicated 2.5 m telescope with a CCD camera (see Gunn et al. 1998) , the SDSS will ultimately result in five-band photometry of 10,000 deg 2 in the north Galactic cap (York et al. 2000) . It is a calibrated photometric and astrometric digital survey (see Hogg et al. 2001; Pier et al. 2003 ) with follow-up spectroscopy of selected objects, mainly targeting bright galaxies and quasars from the imaging survey. Potential white dwarfs are allocated fibers for spectroscopy only when the number of targets is insufficient to fill the 640-fiber spectroscopic plug plates (Kleinman et al. 2004 ). There have been two public data releases by the SDSS: the Early Data Release (EDR; Stoughton et al. 2002) and Data Release 1 (DR1; Abazajian et al. 2003) . Kleinman et al. (2004) present 2561 spectroscopically identified white dwarfs from DR1; Harris et al. (2003) presented the initial survey of the SDSS white dwarfs.
4.1.2. Hamburg Quasar Survey Hagen et al. (1995) describe the HQS as a wide-angle objective prism survey to find bright quasars in the northern sky in an area of 14,000 deg 2 by using plates taken at the Calar Alto Schmidt telescope. Homeier & Koester (2001a) have produced a catalog of about 3000 DA white dwarfs in the temperature range of 9000-30,000 K using an automated classification of the low-resolution digitized photographic spectra, 1100 of which were found to have effective temperatures close to the ZZ Ceti instability strip. Homeier et al. (1998) present T eA and log g values from follow-up spectroscopy of 80 HQS DA white dwarfs.
Techniques to Select the SDSS DAV Candidates
We outline below the different techniques that we used to select the SDSS DAV candidates along with the corresponding success rates. The success rate of discovering ZZ Ceti stars depends not only on the number of variables found but also on our definition of a nonvariable, i.e., at what detection threshold do we stop pursuing a DAV candidate and call it a nonvariable. The success rate for all search techniques is higher for brighter stars (14:5 B 17:5), for which we obtain a typical noise level of 1-3 mma 11 in 1-1.5 hr runs with Argos on the 2.1 m telescope. However, most of our targets are fainter (18 B 19:5) and require a larger amount of telescope time to achieve the same noise level. For such stars, our typical 2 hr observing runs lead to a detection threshold of 3-6 mma with Argos.
Photometric Technique for the SDSS DAV Candidates
Greenstein (1982) acquired multichannel spectrophotometry for 14 DAVs and found that they lie in a narrow range in color space À0:41 GÀR À0:29. He concluded that the narrowband (GÀR) color is an excellent temperature indicator for DAs. The SDSS color system comprising the filters u, g, r, i, and z, calibrated by Smith et al. (2002) , is a broadband color system like that of Johnson. Fontaine et al. (1982) show that DAV candidate selection based on the Johnson filter system yields a 30% success rate for spectroscopically identified DA white dwarfs. Hence, we expected to find one pulsator for every three candidates observed at the telescope and started using the photometric technique in the initial stages of the project.
Selection of candidates from the SDSS EDR (Stoughton et al. 2002) required us to calibrate the DAV strip in the SDSS colors as the EDR did not include any known DAVs. The original SDSS filter system u 0 , g 0 , r 0 , i 0 , and z 0 is described in Fukugita et al. (1996) . Stoughton et al. (2002) describe how the current adaptation u, g, r, i, and z differs from the original filters. We utilized this technique in the early stages of the search, and hence the following description alone is given in terms of the original SDSS filter system. Lenz et al. (1998) derived synthetic colors in the SDSS filter system for white dwarfs with multichannel spectrophotometric (MCSP) data from Greenstein & Liebert (1990) . We used DA white dwarfs common to both papers and compared their MCSP GÀR colors with their synthetic SDSS g 0 Àr 0 colors and also UÀV colors with u 0 Àg 0 colors. By neglecting higher order terms, a best-fit parabola to the resultant plots gave us the following transformations: À0:16 as our highest priority candidates. We achieved a success rate of 25% at the detection threshold of 1-3 mma for the candidates so chosen. We found the success rate to be 13% for the detection threshold of 3-6 mma. We found five pulsators with this technique (Mukadam et al. 2003a ) before moving to spectroscopic selection techniques with a higher yield.
Equivalent Width Technique for the SDSS DAV Candidates
Although the primary goal of the SDSS is extragalactic objects, spectroscopy of interesting stellar objects is also obtained. The SDSS program to target quasars and other blue objects resulted in many white dwarf spectra. DA white dwarf spectra show Balmer absorption lines, pressure broadened by the extremely high gravity. The SDSS spectra cover a wavelength range of 3800-9200 8 and have a resolving power of $2000, sufficient to resolve the absorption lines clearly. The equivalent widths of the H and H lines correlate well with the effective temperature of the star, which essentially determines whether or not the star will pulsate.
We have measured the equivalent widths of the H and H lines for all the observed variables and nonvariables, which had been previously selected by the photometric method. We find that the variables form a cluster in equivalent width space (except for the unusual pulsator WD 2350À0054), as shown in Figure 1 , suggesting a new technique to preselect ZZ Ceti candidates. It is not necessary to derive the absolute temperature of a DAV candidate for this relative method but to compare its equivalent widths (for H and H) with those from a homogeneous set of observed variables and nonvariables. We find a success rate of 30% at the detection threshold of 3-6 mma and a success rate of 56% at the detection threshold of 1-3 mma for this technique. This is effectively a low-resolution spectroscopic technique and hence has a lower success rate compared with the following spectroscopic technique. Except for the opacity maximum, there are generally two temperature solutions for a given equivalent width of H and H (see Fig. 4 in Bergeron et al. -Temperature and log g determinations of the observed SDSS DA white dwarfs using Koester's model atmospheres. By restricting our observations in the range 11; 000 K < T eA < 12; 500 K, we achieve a success rate of 80% in identifying new DAV stars with this method. Note.-Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds. The latest T eff and log g fits should be obtained either from the SDSS web site directly or from http://www.whitedwarf.org at a future date.
a Large pulsation amplitudes in cDAVs imply that the true uncertainty in their photometric magnitudes can be as high as 0. Note.-Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds. a The star is a member of a DA4M binary system. b The nonvariability limit of 3 mma comes from a half-hour long observing run and must be regarded with prudence. Note.-Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds. a The star is a member of a DAM binary system. b Kleinman et al. (2004) give an interesting discussion of this most probable eclipsing star.
1995), and this additionally explains the low success rate of this technique.
Spectroscopic Technique for the SDSS DAV Candidates
We use D. Koester's atmosphere models that treat convection with ML2= ¼ 0:6, 12 best described in Finley et al. (1997) and references therein, to derive T eA and log g fits for DA white dwarf spectra in the range 3870-7000 8. Kleinman et al. (2004) give an elaborate discussion of the method used to derive the temperatures and gravities for these white dwarfs. Since we are empirically establishing the ZZ Ceti strip, as long as we use a consistent set of models for all candidates, we do not need to worry about any minor discrepancies between different theoretical models.
We choose our high-priority ZZ Ceti candidates between an effective temperature of 12,500 and 11,000 K. We achieve a success rate of 80% at a detection threshold of 1-3 mma for this technique and a success rate of 50% at a detection threshold of 3-6 mma. These rates are reflected in Figure 2 . We can achieve a higher success rate of 90% by confining our candidates to the temperature range 12,000-11,000 K, but being mainly interested in finding hDAV stars, we choose to include candidates in the temperature range 12,500-12; 000 K in our observations. Our choice of candidates will also help in better establishing the blue edge of the ZZ Ceti strip.
Note that we use the spectroscopic technique in conjunction with the equivalent width method during our search. It is therefore difficult to present meaningful statistics on these two techniques separately. However, we realize that equivalent width information is already contained in the line profiles; the equivalent width method is a low-resolution spectroscopic technique. We concur with Fontaine et al. (2001 Fontaine et al. ( , 2003 that the spectroscopic technique is the most fruitful way to search for these pulsators.
Spectroscopic Technique to Select HQS DAV Candidates
The spectroscopic technique can be applied to photographic spectra as well and has been used to obtain temperature estimates of DA candidates from the HQS (Homeier & Koester 2001b; Homeier 2001) . Because of the significantly lower signal-to-noise ratio of the prism spectra, which also do not show a resolved line profile, we typically find errors in T eA of the order of 1000-2000 K. In some cases, we find solutions on the wrong side of the Balmer line maximum (e.g., PG 1632+153). Also, we estimate that 10%-20% of this sample may not be white dwarfs (Homeier 2003) . This collectively explains our low success rate at finding DAVs from this sample and why we focused mainly on the SDSS white dwarfs. We achieve a success rate of 12.5% at the detection threshold of 1-3 mma and 9% for 3-6 mma in finding new DAVs from the HQS.
DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS
Observing Strategy
Searching for coherent signals in light curves helps in overcoming noise, as our signal-to-noise ratio improves with the time base until we reach a limit set by photometric precision. In time series photometry, the signal-to-noise ratio can be calculated in Fourier transform (FT) space. Note that the signal-to-noise ratio depends not only on the magnitude of the star and the amplitude of pulsation modes but also on the quality and duration of the data. We typically observe bright candidates (14:5 g 17:5) for 1-1.5 hr each and faint candidates (18 g 19:5) for about 2 hr each. We run online data extraction routines that allow us to plot the light curve and FT of the star in real time. If any of these show interesting features, we observe the target for longer. If we find a pulsator, we observe it for a few hours and at least twice to confirm its variability. We have been obtaining multiple 4 hr long data sets on the newly discovered hDAVs for our planet search project.
A ZZ Ceti star may have closely spaced modes or multiplet structure, both of which cause beating effects. A fraction of our low success rate with any technique can be attributed to our single-run investigations of most candidates; an apparent nonpulsator could well be a beating ZZ Ceti star or a lowamplitude variable. Further observations of these stars are interesting to acquire in order to be certain of the purity of the instability strip. We are currently involved in reobserving our apparent nonvariables that lie in our empirically established ZZ Ceti strip.
Data Acquisition
We have obtained high-speed time series photometry with the prime focus CCD photometer Argos on the 2.1 m telescope at McDonald Observatory for 125 nights since 2002 February. During this time, we observed %120 SDSS DA white dwarfs and about %20 HQS stars. We present our journal of observations for the usable data on the new ZZ Ceti variables in the Appendix in Table 6 . We used 5-15 s exposures for most of our targets. We have used a 1 mm thick Schott glass BG40 filter 13 for most of our observations. Pulsation amplitudes are a function of wavelength (Robinson et al. 1995; Nitta et al. 1998 Nitta et al. , 2000 , and we underestimate them by as much as 35%-42% for a DAV in using our CCD ( Nather & Mukadam 2004) . We use the BG40 filter to suppress the red part of the spectrum and to measure amplitudes comparable to blue-sensitive detectors like PMTs with bialkali photocathodes (see Kanaan et al. 2000b) , which have been used to observe variable stars since the late 1960s.
Data Reduction and Results
We extract sky-subtracted light curves from the CCD frames using weighted circular aperture photometry (O'Donoghue et al. 2000) . We correct for extinction variations and divide the light curve of the target star with a sum of one or more comparison stars; we prefer brighter stars for the division as their light curves have lower noise. After this preliminary reduction, we bring the data to the same fractional amplitude scale and convert the times of arrival of photons to Barycentric Coordinated Time (TCB; Standish 1998). We then compute a discrete FT for all the light curves.
We present the new DAVs in Table 1 , listing their coordinates, temperature and log g information, colors, equivalent widths, and magnitudes, along with identification numbers required to locate their spectra in the SDSS database. The SDSS spectral objects can be identified on the basis of a plate number, modified Julian date (MJD) of observation, and a fiber number. A single object may have multiple spectra, but the combination of a plate, MJD, and fiber number will always lead to a unique observation. In Tables 2 and 3 , we present similar information for our observed nonvariables from the SDSS. The best rereduced photometry and spectral parameters should be obtained from the SDSS directly. We plan to publish and maintain a table with all the pulsators, complete with the latest photometry and spectral fits, at a future date.
14 We list our observed variables and nonvariables with the nonvariability limit, from the HQS in Table 4 , some of which are not necessarily DA white dwarfs.
We designate a ZZ Ceti candidate not observed to vary as NOV and add the nonvariability limit as a suffix to this symbol. For example, NOV2 implies a DAV candidate not observed to vary at a detection threshold of 2 mma. If peaks in the FT of a DAV candidate seem to be less than or equal to twice the average amplitude, then these peaks are most probably consistent with noise. The highest white noise peak then defines the detection threshold or the nonvariability limit. If the highest peak is also reflected in the FTs of the reference stars, then we do not use it to define the detection threshold. In that case, we would apply the same test to the second highest peak, and so on. If a peak seems significantly higher than the average amplitude, then we reobserve the candidate to determine whether the peak is real or pure noise. Scargle (1982) gives a thorough discussion of the reliability of detecting a periodic signal in noisy data.
PULSATION PROPERTIES OF THE NEW ZZ CETI VARIABLES
We find that the hot DAV stars are mostly distinct from the cool DAV stars in terms of their pulsation characteristics, chiefly the pulsation periods and the pulse shapes. Short pulsation periods typically in the range of 100-300 s are representative of hDAVs, while periods longer than 600 s are typically indicative of cDAVs. Some intermediate-temperature DAVs show a rich pulsation spectrum with periods ranging from a few hundred seconds up to 500 s, exhibiting characteristics of both classes. For our purposes, we classify WD 0111+0018, WD 0214À0823, WD 1015+0306, and WD 1724+5835 as hDAVs since their dominant mode is representative of the hDAV class. We use the same basis to classify WD 0906À0024 as a cDAV. WD 2350À0054 is by far the coolest pulsator and is unusual because it is not expected to pulsate according to our empirical determination of the edges of the ZZ Ceti strip. The effective temperature of WD 2350À0054 derived from its SDSS spectrum places it 650 K below the cool edge of the instability strip. Its spectrum does not show any unusual features that we could attribute to a binary companion or contamination of any sort. Furthermore, it shows pulsation periods and pulse shapes characteristic of the hot DAV stars. The SDSS spectrum of WD 1443+0134 has a missing section, and hence its temperature and log g values are not reliable.
The hot ZZ Ceti stars show pulse shapes distinct from the cDAVs, e.g., see the light curve of WD 0214À0823 compared with WD 1524À0030. The brighter variables have well-defined pulse shapes, while the low-amplitude faint variables do not. Among the hDAVs, only the light curves of the intermediatetemperature DAVs like WD 1015+5954 show pulse shapes distinct from the rest. The light curves of WD 0923+0120 and WD 1711+6541 show pulse shapes and amplitudes distinct from other cDAVs. Their low amplitude is a result of their high gravity log g ! 8:6. The nonradial g-modes have a nonnegligible radial component, the amplitude of which scales with stellar mass and plays a role in dictating the amplitude of the nonradial component.
We plot the light curves and FTs of all the new variables in Figures 3, 4 , and 5. We present the dominant periods of the new variables in Table 5 . We choose a resolution of 0:1(1=T ) to calculate the FTs, where T is the time span of the data. We indicate a column with the resolution of the FT in Table 5 for data on the different pulsators. We also indicate the peak-topeak amplitude in the light curve in Table 5 . In the case of stars that clearly show beating, we choose those sections of the light curve that show the highest peak-to-peak amplitude. We do not have sufficient data on quite a few of the DAVs to discern a multiplet structure if it is present in the pulsation spectrum. Some of the apparent singlets in Table 5 may well 787.5, 6.6; 511.5, 7.3; 311.7, 22.0; 311.3, 9.3; 258.3, 6 4, 26.1; 618.8, 9.1; 574.5, 23.7; 457.9, 9.5; 266.6, 7 be multiplets. We do not even have sufficient data on the cDAVs to resolve the closely spaced modes. For some hDAVs with multiplet structure, our single-site data may mislead us to aliases, and hence the periods listed below should be considered preliminary determinations.
CONCLUSIONS
We conclude that the spectroscopic technique, determining temperatures and log g values by comparing the stellar spectra to a grid of atmosphere models, is the most fruitful way to search for ZZ Ceti pulsators, in accordance with Fontaine et al. (2001 Fontaine et al. ( , 2003 . We can achieve a 90% success rate by confining our candidates between 12,000 and 11,000 K with this technique at a detection threshold of 1-3 mma. However, our interest in hDAVs and the blue edge of the instability strip leads us to choose candidates between 12,500 and 11,000 K, reducing our success rate to 80%. With the discovery of 35 new DAVs, we hereby almost double the current sample of 39 published ZZ Ceti stars.
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APPENDIX
